REPEATED WX ON FONE//
NOTHING HEARD FROM EARHART//
SENT WX AT
A A A A A DE NRUI / HOWLAND
REPEAT WEATHER ON FONE 3105//
EARHART HEARD FONE/ WILL LISTEN ON HOUR AND HALF ON 3105-SEZ SHE
BROADCAST WEATHER FONE 3105//
REPEATED WEA ON KEY / 3105 KCS/
EARHART UNHEARD//
BRDSCT WX ON KEY AND FONE/
SENT WEATHER /CODE/FONE/ 3105 KCS--(HEARD EARHART -(PRT-CRDY)----)
--------------------------
EARHART UNHEARD//
SENT WX AT- FONE KEY- 3105
AAAAAANRUI TO 7500 KCS//
NO HEAR DURING ((SETTING ON 3105 ALL TIMES//
SENT WEATHER / CODE AND KEY 3105 KCS/
WANTS BEARING ON 3105 KCS// ON HOUR// WILL WHISTLE IN MIC
ABOUT WO HUNDRED MILES OUT // APPX / WHISTLING// NW
AAAAANRUI (7500) (LISTENING THRU ON 3105 )
AAAA NRUI--
CALLED EARHART ON 3105 VOICE//
AAAAAANRUI NRUI TO //PSE ACKN 3105
PSE TAKE BEARING ON US AND REPORT IN HALF HOUR--
I WILL MAKE NOISE IN MIC -ABT 100 MILES OUT
AAAAAAAAN 7500
AAAAAAA - 3105
AAAAA NRUI ETC // 7500
AAAAAA NRUI 7500 3105
FONE TO EARHART/ CANNOT TAKE BEARING ON 3105 VY GOOD/ PLESE SEND ON
500 OR DU WISH TAKE BEARING ON US / GA PSE / NO ANSWER
KHAQQ DE NRUI A-S GA 3105 / UNANSWD
KHAQQ FM ITASCA PLS GA ON 3105 KCS / UNANSWD / CRM/DC NOW ON THE
KHAQQ DE NRUI A-S GA 3105 / UNANSWD / NRUI'S MAIN D/F 500 KCS
WHAQQ FM ITASCA PLS Y OUR SIGS ON KEY PLS / UNANSWD
KHAQQ DE NRUI A-S
KHAQQ DE NRUI A-S, 7500 KCS
KHAQQ DE NRUI A-S, 3105 KCS
KHAQQ CLNG ITASCA WE MUST ON TH YOU BUT CANNOT SEE U BUT GAS IS
RUNNING LOW BEEN UNABLE TO REACH YOU BY RADIO WE ARE FLYING AT A
1000 FEET
KHAQQ DE NRUI R MSG R QSA 5 R A-S (500 ES 3105) GA / UNANSWD
KHAQQ DE NRUI R MSG R QSA5 R A8- S (3105)
KHAQQ FM ITASCA UR MSG OK PLS Y WID A3, A3/3105 / A-S FM NRUI A2
KHAQQ CLNG ITASCA WE ARE CIRCLING BUT CANNOT HR U GA ON 7500 WID A
LNG COUNT EITHER NW OR ON THE SKY TIME ON 1/2 HOUR (KHAQQ S5 A3)
KHAQQ DE NRUI A-S, 7500 / GA 3105
KHAQQ CLNG ITASCA WE REC'D UR SIGS BUT UNABLE TO GET A MINIMUM PSE
TAKE BEARING ON US AND ANS 3105 WID VOICE / NRUI DE KHAQQ LNG DASHES
ON 3105 / NRUI2 DE NRUI P AR
NRUI2 GIVING TO DPE TT NO SIGS ON 3105 ES IMPOSSIBLE TO WRK ITA / R
KHAQQ FM ITASCA UR SIGS REC'D OK WE ARE UNABLE TO HEAR U TO TAKE A
BEARING IT IMPRACTICAL TO TAKE A BEARING ON 3105 UR VOICE HW DO U
GET TT GA / UNANSWD, 3105
KHAQQ DE NRUI GA ON 3105 OR 500 K. 7500